TRANSPARENCY AND CLARITY: The IRS Lacks Proactive Transparency and Fails to Provide Timely, Accurate, and Clear Information

WHY THIS IS A SERIOUS PROBLEM FOR TAXPAYERS

The taxpayer’s right to be informed is the first of the ten fundamental taxpayer rights in the Taxpayer Bill of Rights. Being proactively transparent – providing information to the public without it being formally requested by citizens – and ensuring information is timely, accurate, and clear are key components of this right, and will help taxpayers to voluntarily comply with their tax filing and payment obligations.

U.S. tax laws and procedures are complex, and compliance was made even more difficult by the COVID-19 pandemic, which created additional burdens for taxpayers, tax professionals, and the IRS itself. The pandemic has highlighted the need for the IRS to proactively release critical information to taxpayers in real-time. Although the pandemic focused our attention on the recent filing season challenges, the National Taxpayer Advocate believes the IRS’s lack of proactive transparency and its failure to provide critical information in a manner that is easy for the public to understand and locate were a problem long before the pandemic.

During the past two filing seasons, taxpayers and tax professionals were exasperated by the lack of information on the processing of returns and refunds and correspondence delays. Taxpayers were desperately seeking answers regarding time delays. The IRS made only limited information on delays available, and what was available was vague and did not provide the specifics taxpayers needed, such as when their returns would be processed or when they would receive their refund. Taxpayers faced compounding frustration when trying to locate information on IRS.gov, which is difficult to navigate.

EXPLANATION OF THE PROBLEM

The IRS is not consistently open and transparent and does not provide clear and timely information about what taxpayers need to know. Unfortunately, during the past two filing seasons – times in which taxpayers were in desperate need of information – the IRS failed to provide timely updates regarding the status of IRS operations, the challenges it was facing, and what taxpayers could expect during their IRS interactions. This lack of proactive transparency and timely information left taxpayers confused and frustrated, reaching for the phones, searching the internet, or looking to tax professionals for help. Specifically:

- Taxpayers could not access the status details of IRS operations, such as a filing season backlog, delayed refunds, returns pulled for inconsistencies, or amended return processing delays;
- IRS tools and apps do not provide taxpayers the details they need;
- Taxpayers are confused by unclear notices and IRS guidance;
- Taxpayers don’t always understand the IRS’s reasons for its decisions, as a rationale is not always provided;
- Taxpayers have difficulty locating information and answers to questions on IRS.gov because the site is challenging to navigate; and
- The IRS does not inform taxpayers how it will store, safeguard, and use data that artificial intelligence (AI) will analyze as part of its new online services initiative.
TAS recommends that the IRS take additional steps to be proactively transparent by providing timely, clear-cut, and understandable “need-to-know” taxpayer information, whether it addresses filing season issues or updates general guidance or other administrative matters.

**Lack of Proactive Transparency Meant Taxpayers Could Not Access the Status Details of IRS Operations, Such as Annual Filing Season Updates, Delayed Refunds, Returns Pulled for Inconsistencies, or Amended Return Processing Delays**

During the 2021 filing season, the IRS experienced significant delays in processing a number of forms submitted by taxpayers, including returns and amended returns. The majority of these delays can be attributed to factors outside the IRS’s control (e.g., forced staffing reductions caused by the pandemic, tax law changes that occurred shortly before or during the filing season, and antiquated technology that is ill-equipped to function in the modern age and is incompatible with the demands of today’s tax administration). The IRS provided minimal information during Filing Season (FS) 2021 (February 12, 2021, through May 17, 2021) regarding these delays and the expected timeframe to work through them. Its failure to provide taxpayers with real-time information regarding its operations left taxpayers trying to understand what was transpiring. Some of the processing delays lacking transparency included:

- **Returns:** At the end of FS 2021, the IRS’s Error Resolution System (ERS) inventory included 10.3 million individual and business returns, compared with 1.6 million individual and business returns at the end of the 2020 filing season – a 544 percent increase, and approximately 16.8 million individual and business paper returns awaited processing, compared with 4.3 million paper returns at the end of FS 2020 – a 291 percent increase.³
- **Amended Returns:** At the end of FS 2021, there were 2.7 million unprocessed individual amended tax returns in the IRS’s inventory, compared with 600,000 unprocessed individual amended tax returns at the end of FS 2020 – a 350 percent increase.⁴
- **Form 2848:** Since October 3, 2020, the average time the IRS takes to process a Form 2848, Power of Attorney and Declaration of Representative, has fluctuated from five days to over 70 days, and the percentage of “overage” inventory (i.e., unprocessed for over five days) is 80 percent.⁵
- **Form 941X,** Adjusted Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return or Claim for Refund; Form 1139, Corporation Application for Tentative Refund; Form 1045, Application for Tentative Refund; and Form 8802, Application for United States Residency Certification, all experienced long processing delays.⁶

As mentioned above, the IRS did not, on its website or anywhere else, disclose information regarding these delays during FS 2021. In fact, in regard to the processing of Form 2848, the IRS had previously posted updates on its website, but it has recently removed all information from IRS.gov about delayed processing times.⁷

**The IRS Provides Status Updates on Processing Returns and Forms, But the Updates Need to Occur More Regularly and Be Presented in a Clearer, Easier-to-Understand Layout**

The IRS did eventually begin providing taxpayers information regarding these processing delays. After much prompting by the National Taxpayer Advocate and outside stakeholders, the IRS created a webpage, “IRS Operations During COVID-19: Mission-critical functions continue” (hereafter called the Operational page), where it posts information about a number of processing issues, such as delays in processing returns and amended returns.⁸ This page also includes general information on processing and delays of Forms 1139, 1045, 2848, and 8802, along with a number of other topics.⁹

The current format of the Operational page is broken up into three main categories with multiple subcategories, all of which include narrative discussions on these topics, and some of which provide relevant data. The three main categories are:

- What You Can Expect;
- Other Services; and
- IRS Enforcement and Compliance Operations.
The What You Can Expect category has 11 subcategories that address the IRS’s timeframes for opening mail, processing refunds on error-free returns, and processing returns where the IRS identified errors through manual review.

TAS is encouraged by this development, but the data provided is limited, inconsistently updated, and challenging to navigate. To improve this page, TAS has suggested for the upcoming 2022 filing season a summary form with key information showing where the IRS is at in processing returns and other forms. This could be accomplished by including a link that would take the user to a dashboard that provides specific data regarding processing. For example, under What You Can Expect, the taxpayer could click on “Return Processing of Original Returns” to go to an easy-to-read dashboard that would illuminate the IRS’s progress in processing returns and issuing refunds.

This dashboard could show:

- The number of current returns received for processing;
- The number of returns that have been worked so far in the current filing season;
- The total number of returns remaining in IRS inventory; and
- When (month and week) taxpayers actually submitted the returns the IRS is currently working.

TAS urges the IRS to make these adjustments to its Operational page, including a filing season dashboard, by the start of the 2022 filing season so taxpayers can obtain as much information as possible regarding IRS operations in a user-friendly layout throughout the filing season. The implementation of a dashboard would have the added benefit of reducing the number of taxpayer calls to the IRS inquiring about return and refund status. In addition to making more information available to taxpayers, the use of a dashboard will also give external stakeholders and Congress more information by which the IRS’s effectiveness can be evaluated, holding it more accountable to both the public it serves and the institution from which it receives funding.

**IRS Tools and Apps Do Not Provide Taxpayers the Details They Need**

When taxpayers check the status of their refunds on the Where’s My Refund? or Where’s My Amended Return? tools or the IRS2Go app, they typically receive one of three responses:

- Return received;
- Refund approved; or
- Refund sent.

These tools provide taxpayers important and useful information as long as there are no delays or problems with processing. However, when the processing of taxpayers’ returns is delayed, they will receive the message “return received” day after day or week after week. The IRS should provide additional details informing taxpayers of the reasons for the delay, the expected timeframe for resolution, and next steps.

Unfortunately, the IRS cannot provide specifics about a taxpayer’s refund for returns going through the review process prior to being posted to IRS systems. It could, however, link to the dashboard in Where’s My Refund? or Where’s My Amended Return? to provide taxpayers with more details on where the IRS is at in processing returns. Even one simple change to Where’s My Refund? could state:

> We have received your return, and it is being processed. We can’t provide specific information on the processing of your return because it hasn’t yet been posted to our system. However, the following link will provide you with general information on our timeline in processing returns.
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The IRS could modify Where’s My Refund?, Where’s My Amended Return?, and IRS2Go to provide taxpayers with more specific information about where the return has posted to IRS systems and a specific code identifying the delay has been input. If the IRS cannot add such specificity to these tools, it should add the information to a taxpayer’s online account. For example, after the IRS posts a return to IRS systems, it uses filters to screen for possible non-identity theft refund fraud. The IRS may select the return for further review if the filters give a score to the return that exceeds a certain threshold. In these situations, Where’s My Refund?, Where’s My Amended Return?, and IRS2Go could state:

We are verifying the income and withholdings on your return against documents provided by third parties, such as your employer. Often, this delay is minor, and you don’t need to do anything. We apologize for the delay but want to protect your data. We will be sending you a notice that will provide more detail if we need additional information, within XX weeks.

By providing taxpayers with more information on their online account, Where’s My Refund?, Where’s My Amended Return?, and IRS2Go, the IRS can reduce taxpayers’ anxiety about their refund status and provide useful information so they can plan accordingly. Providing taxpayers with more information about the status of their refund will also likely reduce the number of incoming calls to IRS toll-free telephone lines.

Taxpayers Are Confused by Unclear Notices and IRS Guidance

IRS Notices Do Not Adequately Explain Issues or How to Resolve Them

Notices are the primary vehicle by which the IRS provides taxpayers with information. Many notices sent to taxpayers contain critical information about issues, including statutory time periods, reasons the IRS is holding a refund, and what a taxpayer needs to do to resolve an issue. Over the years, the IRS has worked to improve the clarity of its notices, yet some critical notices remain confusing and vague and don’t provide taxpayers adequate contact information. The IRS limits the number of characters and words in its notices in an effort to contain costs, in addition to other factors. Although these are legitimate concerns the IRS must consider, it is still essential and quite possible for the IRS to develop clear, concise notices.

Math Error Notices

Over the years, Congress has specified certain circumstances in which the IRS can bypass normal deficiency procedures and make a summary assessment. In these situations, the IRS will send taxpayers a math error notice informing them of an adjustment and providing 60 days from the date of the notice for taxpayers to request an abatement.

If the IRS receives a timely abatement request, it must withdraw the summary assessment. If it decides to pursue the matter, the IRS must do so through an examination that gives rise to normal deficiency procedures and preserves the taxpayer’s right to petition the U.S. Tax Court – the only forum in which taxpayers need not pay the tax before filing a petition. If the taxpayer does not timely request abatement, the IRS may begin collecting the tax due, and taxpayers lose their ability to have the merits reviewed by the U.S. Tax Court.

Thus, these notices are communicating critical information, such as a period by which the taxpayer must respond or else collection action will commence, and an explanation of the adjustment and how the IRS is correcting it. Unfortunately, math error notices do not clearly articulate what the IRS adjusted and why, and they do not provide key timing information on the top of the notice. This leaves taxpayers confused as to what changes the IRS made to their return and makes it difficult for taxpayers to determine whether they agree or disagree with the changes and what they need to do when. More taxpayers than ever were confused during calendar year (CY) 2021 as the number of math errors had significantly increased. During CY 2021 through November 11, 2021, the IRS issued more than 14 million math error notices, an increase of about 658 percent compared to the comparable date in CY 2020.
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Similar to a notice of deficiency, the IRS needs to reformat math error notices highlighting key information and prominently displaying the response date on the top of the notice. Specifically, the IRS could revise the notice by placing at the top of the page what the IRS has adjusted and why, along with the 60-day time period to request abatement. Further, due to the importance of a math error notice, these notices should be sent by certified or registered mail, similar to other comparable notices such as the notice of deficiency.

In some instances, notices do not even specify the exact reason for the correction; rather, they provide a list of possible errors that the IRS may have addressed through its math error authority, leaving the taxpayer to wonder what, if anything, they did wrong and which of the bullets applies to their tax return.

Math Error Example: Changes to your 2020 tax return.

We changed your information because:
- We changed the amount claimed as Recovery Rebate Credit on your tax return. The error was in one or more of the following:
  - The Social Security number (SSN) of one or more individuals claimed as a qualifying dependent was missing or incomplete.
  - The last name of one or more individuals claimed as a qualifying dependent does not match our records.
  - One or more individuals claimed as a qualifying dependent exceeds the age limit.
  - Your adjusted gross income exceeds $75,000 ($150,000 if married filing jointly, $112,500 if head of household).
  - The amount was computed incorrectly.

The following is proposed revised math error notice language:

**Example:** An item on your return is inconsistent with the IRS’s records. We have adjusted your return based upon our records and increased your tax due (or reduced your refund paid). If you disagree with this adjustment, you need to contact us within 60 days of the date of this notice. We will then reverse the adjustment we made to your account and provide you an opportunity to support the item claimed on your return. However, if you do not timely contact us, the adjustment to tax will be final, payment will be due, and you will not have an opportunity to contest this adjustment in the U.S. Tax Court.

We adjusted line X of your return in the amount of $XX. Based upon our records, we changed this entry to (provide specifics) … and your tax due has increased from $Y to $Z.

Refund Fraud Notices

When the IRS’s refund fraud filters select a return as potentially fraudulent, the IRS sends Letter 4464C, Questionable Refund Hold, and informs the taxpayer it is verifying the income and withholdings on his or her return with information reported under the taxpayer’s name and SSN by employers, banks, or other payers. Specifically, Letter 4464C says:

We selected your return to verify one or more of the following:
- Income
- Income tax withholding
- Tax credits
- Business income

We’ll hold your refund until we finish our review.
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Similar to the math error notice, this notice doesn’t specifically tell taxpayers what the IRS is reviewing, which leaves taxpayers to wonder why the IRS is holding their return, what information it is verifying, the timeframe, and whether taxpayers can do anything to speed up the process. The following is an example of language that would provide taxpayers more precise information:

**Example:** During processing of your tax return, our systems noted an inconsistency. Before paying the refund, we are verifying the accuracy of your return, specifically the amount of income (e.g., wages) and withholding. At this time, you do not need to provide any additional information. You should receive a notice providing more details within the next XX days. If we cannot verify that the information on your return is accurate, we will contact you to verify the items on your return, such as income or withholding.  

The IRS’s revision of notices similar to those discussed above would provide taxpayers a clearer picture of what action the IRS has taken on their account and what steps they need to take to timely address the issue.

Not only are IRS notices confusing, but some of them don’t include useful contact information. For example, correspondence audit notices only provide taxpayers a general toll-free number, not a direct phone number to an IRS employee.

Additionally, many IRS notices don’t provide taxpayers context as to where the notice places their issue in the maze of tax administration. One way to address this would be including in their online accounts a feature that allows taxpayers to identify exactly where their current issue is on the map of tax administration (i.e., Exam, Collection, or Appeals). This feature could reference or mirror TAS’s own interactive Taxpayer Roadmap, which assists taxpayers in pinpointing their location in the tax system. For example, when taxpayers receive a notice, they could enter the notice number into a search engine, and it would say “you are here,” providing information regarding their location in the process. This feature would become more useful as the IRS continues to increase the number of notices it posts to taxpayers’ online accounts.

**Taxpayers Are Confused by Some Incomplete or Inaccurate IRS Guidance**

In addition to notices, other information provided to taxpayers such as Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are also unclear and vague. For instance, the IRS states in an FAQ that taxpayers can log into the Advance Child Tax Credit (AdvCTC) portal and adjust the number of qualifying children they are claiming. Specifically, FAQ F8 asks,

What if I will claim a child on my 2021 tax return but did not claim that child on my 2020 tax return?

and provides this answer, in part,

Later this year, the Child Tax Credit Update Portal (CTCUP) will be updated to allow you to inform us about the qualifying children you will claim on your 2021 tax return so that we can adjust your estimated 2021 Child Tax Credit – and therefore adjust the amount of your monthly advance Child Tax Credit payments.

This FAQ fails to inform taxpayers that if they went from having no qualifying child in 2020 to having one in 2021, they cannot make the adjustment on their AdvCTC profile and will have to wait to claim the credit when filing their 2021 return. This ambiguous FAQ left taxpayers wondering if they would receive AdvCTC for a dependent who became eligible in 2021 and attempting to make the adjustment only to learn they could not.
Another example arose when the IRS postponed until January 3, 2022, the filing and payment deadlines for taxpayers affected by Hurricane Ida. The announcement failed to point out that the IRS will no longer accept electronically filed returns after November 20, 2021. Including this critical information in the announcement might have prompted taxpayers to act early to avoid having to file by mail and averting longer processing times for paper returns. In another situation, the IRS failed to provide taxpayers with any guidance on changes that were occurring to their account. Specifically, two private collection agencies (PCAs) that collectively held 1.2 million taxpayer accounts transferred those accounts back to the IRS after their contracts expired. Although the PCAs provided a special letter to approximately 17,000 of the 1.2 million taxpayers with payment arrangements, the IRS failed to directly inform taxpayers of this development, which was a critical omission because payment arrangements organized by the PCAs would be terminated, and taxpayers would need to work directly with the IRS to set up new payment plans. However, to address these concerns, the IRS sent letters to taxpayers in November 2021 who had payment arrangements with PCAs that were ending because of the contract change. These letters provided taxpayers with a designated phone number and mailing address to work directly with the IRS to establish an installment agreement or pursue other resolutions.

It is critical that taxpayers receive timely, complete, and accurate information as they have the right to be informed. Thus, it is imperative that the IRS be proactive in including vital information when it becomes clear it was originally omitted. In other words, if the IRS knows something, it needs to say it publicly, timely, accurately, and clearly. Failure to do so may well lead to more complications and problems for taxpayers, requiring additional time and resources by taxpayers, tax professionals, and the IRS to resolve.

Taxpayers Don’t Always Understand the IRS’s Reasons for Its Decisions, as a Rationale Is Not Always Provided

Taxpayers can obtain guidance as to how they should interpret tax laws and regulations and what steps they need to take to comply with their tax filing and payment obligations. As the above example regarding the AdvanceCTC illustrates, the IRS has heavily relied on issuing FAQs, a fast and efficient means of disseminating guidance to taxpayers on recently enacted tax legislation. In addition to the vague, unclear, and cumbersome nature of some FAQs, the IRS does not offer taxpayers the rationale on how the IRS arrived at its conclusions. For example, during the first round of the stimulus payments (Economic Impact Payments (EIPs)), questions arose as to whether incarcerated individuals and deceased taxpayers were eligible to receive EIPs. Despite no specific carveout for this situation under the law, in May 2020, the IRS issued FAQs instructing individuals who were incarcerated to return their EIPs. Also, it directed payments made to deceased taxpayers to be returned to the IRS by the decedent’s surviving spouse, family, or estate.

These FAQs provided no justification or rationale as to how the IRS reached these conclusions, and in fact, the IRS later changed the guidance regarding incarcerated individuals as a result of the outcome of a lawsuit. Taxpayers would have more confidence in the IRS’s guidance if it included – particularly in its FAQs – a discussion regarding the justification and rationale behind its decisions.
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Taxpayers Have Difficulty Locating Information and Answers to Questions on IRS.gov Because the Site Is Challenging to Navigate
IRS.gov provides taxpayers with a wealth of information, including:
• Forms, instructions, and publications;
• Press releases;
• FAQs; and
• Discussions on popular topics such as deductions and credits.

The information taxpayers need to answer their questions and comply with their tax filing and payment obligations may be available somewhere on the over 30,000 webpages comprising IRS.gov, but finding the exact information on the website is so challenging that the website’s value is reduced, and there are inconsistencies and duplications. Compounding this challenge is the search engine on IRS.gov, which is not useful in pinpointing the information the taxpayer needs because search results are overly broad, wasting hours of taxpayers’ time.

The IRS will address a number of these issues as part of its online services initiative developed in response to the Taxpayer First Act. For example, the “Seamless Experience” includes wait time transparency, concierge navigation support, and AI-powered informational webchat, among other things. Specifically, the chatbot feature on IRS.gov would attempt to answer taxpayers’ questions or point to useful resources on the website. If the chatbot cannot resolve a taxpayer’s issue, contact routing will guide the taxpayer to live support from an IRS employee. Further, the plan’s call for wait time transparency is another critical piece of information that will help taxpayers. In addition to including wait times when a taxpayer is on hold with IRS customer service, the IRS could post Levels of Service and wait times on IRS.gov, so taxpayers could consult the website and determine the best time to call.

These enhancements are exciting, but the timetable for implementation extends to the year 2030. In the meantime, the IRS should begin the process of taking steps to make IRS.gov more user-friendly by eliminating duplication, reducing the amount of information on a single page, and enhancing its search engine.

The IRS Does Not Inform Taxpayers How It Will Store, Safeguard, and Use Data That Artificial Intelligence Will Analyze as Part of Its New Online Services Initiative
The IRS’s venture into using new AI technology will undoubtedly provide taxpayers with more and improved online customer service options. However, these modern services come with new questions and concerns, such as how the IRS will store, use, and safeguard the data the AI-run programs collect.

To instill trust in how it uses AI, the IRS should:
• Publicly identify the goals and rationales of using AI;
• Organize an internal review to monitor how the IRS is using AI; and
• Prioritize to whom it will be transparent regarding its use of AI. This should include internal administrators, taxpayers, oversight agencies, and Congress.

The degree to which the IRS needs to safeguard information and specify its use may vary depending upon whether the information collected is taxpayer-specific or is of a more general nature, like a taxpayer asking the chatbot, “What qualifies as a charitable deduction?” All data collected may have the potential for misuse, but the risks and concerns may increase if that data is taxpayer-specific.

The IRS should also disclose which, if any, vendors will design and implement the systems that will use AI and if these systems will share any information with the vendor or any other external entities. It is imperative that the IRS reassure taxpayers that it will use appropriately and fairly the information it collects, as any reasonable doubt would stifle taxpayers’ willingness to use these services.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The IRS devotes significant effort to keeping taxpayers informed, but it is not proactively transparent about its operations. Information it provides taxpayers is often unclear and ambiguous, and locating certain information can be challenging. Frequently, taxpayers and tax professionals receive confusing and inaccurate information from the IRS or cannot reach an IRS assistor. Frustrations within the tax and accounting professional community are at an all-time high, and uncertainties are shared by practitioners about the upcoming 2022 tax filing season while many 2019 and 2020 tax returns remain unprocessed. Providing taxpayers with more information that is timely, clear, and easy-to-find will improve taxpayers’ understanding of the tax system, how the IRS operates, and what actions the IRS is taking on their accounts. As the IRS addresses some of these issues by leveraging new technologies with an eye toward improving taxpayer interactions with its website and other online services, it needs to articulate what safeguards will be in place to protect this information and ensure the IRS is using that information appropriately.

Preliminary Administrative Recommendations to the IRS

The National Taxpayer Advocate recommends that the IRS:

1. Create a filing season dashboard and provide weekly information on the filing season, including the total number of returns in inventory, number of returns beyond normal processing times, number of returns in suspense status, and the anticipated timeframes for working through them, while acknowledging that the situation is fluid and timeframes may change along with circumstances.

2. Improve Where’s My Refund?, IRS2Go, or online accounts by providing taxpayers specific information about the cause of their refund delay and an estimated date when the IRS might issue their refund.

3. Revise math error notices to identify the exact adjustment the IRS is correcting and the time period for requesting abatement, all in the first paragraph of the notice, and include the date by which a taxpayer must request an abatement at the very top of the notice.

4. Send all math error notices to taxpayers by certified or registered mail.

5. Revise Letter 4464C to include more details about the items the IRS is reviewing and when the IRS will release the refund.

6. Include a roadmap feature on taxpayers’ online accounts that will show where a taxpayer’s return is in the tax administration process (i.e., Collection or Exam).

7. When extending filing deadlines, ensure taxpayers have the option to e-file their returns.

8. Develop internal procedures for how the IRS will store, use, and safeguard data collected by AI-run programs and publicly provide this information on its website.

Legislative Recommendation to Congress

The National Taxpayer Advocate recommends that Congress:

1. Amend IRC § 6213(b)(1) to require:
   • That all math error notices include an explanation of the specific error being alleged;
   • That all math error notices include a statement that the taxpayer has 60 days from the date of the notice to request that the summary assessment be abated; and
   • That all such notices will be sent either by certified or registered mail.

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS

Douglas O’Donnell, Deputy Commissioner, Services and Enforcement
Jeffrey Tribiano, Deputy Commissioner, Operations Support
At a time when the IRS has faced consequential resource challenges, it has also been called upon to take on new, significant responsibilities. We are aware of and appreciate the frustration felt by taxpayers, tax professionals and IRS employees caused by the high volume of unprocessed returns, the limited information available to taxpayers regarding the status of their returns, the refund delays and the difficulty reaching IRS employees. Our employees have experienced similar frustrations as their ability to provide quality service and timely responses during the pandemic has been significantly hampered by staffing and resource shortages, the initial closures of numerous facilities to protect the health and safety of everyone, and legislative changes during the filing season.

During the pandemic, the IRS faced unprecedented volumes of inventory and phone calls coupled with extraordinary challenges in managing socially distanced and remote work when evacuation orders effectively prevented the IRS from returning to the office in pre-pandemic numbers. In addition to the ongoing pandemic-related challenges, there have been legislative changes that would have significantly increased filings of amended returns and created further backlogs, if proactive steps had not been taken by the IRS to adjust accounts and issue refunds directly to taxpayers.

To assist with the 2022 filing season, IRS is taking steps to ensure taxpayers have access to the necessary information about any 2021 advance payments received to file an accurate return. In January 2022, the IRS’ Online Account will provide the amount of payments received for the third Economic Impact Payment and the summary information for the 2021 Advance Child Tax Credit. Summary information for the 2021 Advance Child Tax Credit will also be available in the Child Tax Credit Update Portal.

The pandemic created economic hardships for many Americans, making it paramount for the IRS to implement three rounds of stimulus payments – the largest economic rescue package in history, totaling over $830 billion – and issue tax refunds. The IRS processes most refund returns without any further action or intervention required by taxpayers or the IRS and issues the vast majority of refunds within 21 days of filing. Taxpayers can check their refund status on the Where's My Refund? (WMR) online application, an easy-to-use tracker that provides three basic statuses at the top of the screen – return received, refund approved, or refund sent. WMR can also provide responses with more detailed explanations about math errors and adjustments to taxpayers based on their account data. We agree with the NTA recommendations to provide taxpayers with more detailed account information in situations that warrant it.

The IRS plans to integrate refund status information into Online Account applications. These plans are in addition to the existing WMR tool, which will remain available outside of Online Account and can serve taxpayers without the need to create an account, which requires more stringent authentication. The IRS is beginning a research effort in early 2022 to further review specific taxpayer needs and expectations regarding online reporting of refund status. The IRS will use the outcomes of this research to help inform updates to WMR and the Where's My Amended Return? application. The IRS is scheduled to deploy additional features that will allow taxpayers to select their preferences to opt in/out of receiving certain notices by paper or electronically and opt in for email notifications to receive alerts when a new notice has been delivered to their Online Account. There are currently eleven notices available on the Notices and Letters tab within Online Account, and the IRS will continue to expand the number and types of notices available for viewing through their Online Account as funding permits.
The IRS is currently working with the Taxpayer Advocate Service to develop a plan to provide more current data and post meaningful updates on IRS.gov and through internal reporting channels to support the efforts of our employees and provide the National Taxpayer Advocate critical information to assist customers. The IRS is committed to continuing to improve internal and external reporting.

**TAXPAYER ADVOCATE SERVICE COMMENTS**

The National Taxpayer Advocate understands the wide-ranging challenges the IRS has encountered since the beginning of the pandemic, and TAS recognizes that the IRS has provided voluminous amounts of information to taxpayers, tax professionals, and the public as a whole. Despite these efforts, however, IRS transparency both during and before the pandemic is often limited, and information provided to taxpayers is unclear and difficult to access.

As another challenging filing season approaches, the IRS needs to act swiftly to identify areas where it can provide taxpayers with more information about the status and timing of returns and other key forms. One specific action the IRS could take that would provide more transparency would be the creation of a dashboard that would include processing return status and other critical filing season information. The IRS has taken a step in this direction by creating an Operational page on its website, but to maximize its usefulness, it must provide more specific and updated information regarding the IRS’s processing efforts. The National Taxpayer Advocate is pleased that the IRS is working with TAS to determine what type of information can be posted on its Operational page and how best to present this information. With the filing season quickly approaching, the time to act and make this dashboard a reality is now.

Additionally, the updates most commonly received by taxpayers on the IRS’s Where’s My Refund? tool (i.e., return received, refund approved, or refund sent) are helpful but in too many cases lack specificity and lead to taxpayers picking up the phone to obtain more information on their refund status, thereby bogging down an already overwhelmed phone system. Moving forward, the IRS should identify opportunities where it can provide more specific information on its Where’s My Refund? tool on the reasons for refund delays, such as a taxpayer’s return being selected by one of the IRS’s refund fraud filters because information on the return is inconsistent with IRS records. The National Taxpayer Advocate is hopeful that a 2022 IRS-planned research initiative to explore the types of information taxpayers want from the Where’s My Refund? tool will yield beneficial information on how the tool can be modified to meet these needs. TAS is also encouraged that the IRS is exploring how to further utilize taxpayers’ online accounts to provide more information regarding their tax information and the status of their returns or refunds. But these long-term enhancements must be coupled with immediate opportunities to provide taxpayers with more information now, such as providing more detailed and updated information on the IRS's Operational page. It is TAS’s understanding that the IRS already possesses the necessary information to provide taxpayers with more specific and timely information regarding the processing of their returns and other important forms.
To be a transparent organization, the IRS must provide timely, clear, and accurate information that is easily accessible, and it must reevaluate the usefulness of IRS.gov to ensure it provides taxpayers the information they need in a user-friendly format. This includes removing duplication and inconsistencies while making enhancements, such as an improved search feature. Additionally, as the IRS moves forward with incorporating new features on its platforms, such as robochats that use AI, it needs to specify how AI data will be stored, safeguarded, and used. Failure to publicly state how it will protect this information may raise concerns for taxpayers, ultimately causing them to be reluctant to use these new services.

The IRS has encountered extraordinary challenges since the beginning of the pandemic. However, it needs to take steps to embrace proactive and timely transparency while ensuring it is providing taxpayers with clear and accurate information they can use to better understand their interactions with the IRS and how to comply with their tax obligations. The IRS mission statement says the IRS is to provide America’s taxpayers top quality service by helping them understand and meet their tax responsibilities and enforce the law with integrity and fairness to all. Transparency is key to fulfilling the IRS mission.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Administrative Recommendations to the IRS

The National Taxpayer Advocate recommends that the IRS:

1. Create a filing season dashboard and provide weekly information on the filing season, including the total number of returns in inventory, number of returns beyond normal processing times, number of returns in suspense status, and the anticipated timeframes for working through them, while acknowledging that the situation is fluid and timeframes may change along with circumstances.
2. Improve Where’s My Refund?, IRS2Go, or online accounts by providing taxpayers specific information about the cause of their refund delay and an estimated date when the IRS might issue their refund.
3. Revise math error notices to identify the exact adjustment the IRS is correcting and the time period for requesting abatement, all in the first paragraph of the notice, and include the date by which a taxpayer must request an abatement at the very top of the notice.
4. Send all math error notices to taxpayers by certified or registered mail.
5. Revise Letter 4464C to include more details about the items the IRS is reviewing and when the IRS will release the refund.
6. Include a roadmap feature on taxpayers’ online accounts that will show where a taxpayer’s return is in the tax administration process (i.e., Collection or Exam).
7. When extending filing deadlines, ensure taxpayers have the option to e-file their returns.
8. Develop internal procedures for how the IRS will store, use, and safeguard data collected by AI-run programs and publicly provide this information on its website.

Legislative Recommendation to Congress

The National Taxpayer Advocate recommends that Congress:

1. Amend IRC § 6213(b)(1) to require:
   • That all math error notices include an explanation of the specific error being alleged;
   • That all math error notices include a statement that the taxpayer has 60 days from the date of the notice to request that the summary assessment be abated; and
   • That all such notices will be sent either by certified or registered mail.
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